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rhetorical effectiveness of group. The three groups examined in
this study and involved in the issue of gay rights in St. Paul were
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alterhative conception in an acceptable manner. It is in this arena
that both Target City and SPCHR fell short. (RL)
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The Rhetoric of

Opposing Constructions of Reality:

Gay Rights in St. Paul

In 074, the St. Paul, Minnesota City Council Amended the city's Human

Rights Ordinance to prohibit discrimination based upon "affectional or

sexual preference." Nearly four years later a group of St. Paul residents

submitted a petition to the city clerk requesting that the Council adopt a

new ordinance, excluding any references to gay rights. Thus began a rhetorical

struggle *culminating in a referendum in which 63% of those casting a ballot

voted to repeal those sections of the ordinance referring to affectional or

sexual 14eference. 1
In the campaign preceding this vote, both those in

favor oriand opposed tc gay rights vigorously attempted to persuade non;-.

Iligned voters; therhetoric associated with these attempts was the concern

of this Study. As one community addressing the controversy over the acceptance

or rejection of gay liberation, the-conflict in St. Paul offered a microcosm

within which to examine the rhetorical clash of incongruent world views.

I became interested in looking at the issue_of, key rights_because_I was

interested in the rhetorical responses of individuais when they are faced

with extremely diverse interpretations of reality. I wanted to.study what

happened in a rhetorical community when individuals are faced with another

community whose interpretations of reality are threatening, shaking the very

core of belief in "the way the world should be."__The study of social movements

_seemed to be a place to start, with the focus on the rhetorical. There is far

from consensus in our field as to what constitutes 1) a social movement, and

2) the rhetoric of a social movement: There is fir from consensus as to

Whether rhetoric associated with what has been historically or sociologically
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defined as a social movement constitutes a unique rhetorical form.2 My

.amlioach was to,look'fOr a situation where the proponents of alternative

conceptions of reality confronted each other rhetorically. I do not now

claim that the situation I have chosen necessarily engenders unique'rhetorical

forms, nor do I have an answer for the debate on whether or not there is such

a thing as a rhetorical, movement. I do think such a study has a place and is

of interest both for those wishing to study the ifttoric of social movements

and for those who see%such discourse as one example of rhetoric in a broader

sense.

The gay rights struggle.met my criterion of a major challenge to the

traditional view of what society should be like. The emergence of a univerie

of individuals to whom same sex attraction and love are nal:prai and desirable

challenges the very core of a system which has a longrstanding tradition

prohibiting same sex acts. What was previously thought to be an aberration,
$

practiced by "perverts" who were considered marginal members of.society at

best, has increasingly been shown to be an alternative conception of reality

. which a community of individuals holds quite apart from otherwise accepted

social-mores. _ The_traditional-point-of-view-has-been-confronted-with-the--------

presence of a social order which by its very existence proves the less-

than-inevitability of the once accepted social reality.

In this study ] analyzed the rhetorical struggle as it played itself out

in St. Paul, Minnesota from January through Aprii 1978.' I reviewed any

documents I could find, including St. Paul!--newspapers, brochures, newsletters,

broadcast materials, and advertisements. I Utilized the ttritical methodology

of Fantasy Theme Analysis because of previous work indicating. ag,eiltionhip

between rhetorical dramas and the development of a cohesive and widepread

system of beliefs. 3
Because of this relationship one might expect that
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rhetorical dramas would play an instrumental role in legitimizing a belief

system under challenge, in.communicating and engendering support for a new

belief system, and in solidifying a changed world view.

It should be emphasized that Fantasy Theme Analysis does-not imply

studying falsehoods, nor fanciful meanderings in a world of make-believe.

Any rhetorical rendering of actors participating in events occurring other

than right here, right now, would meet the basic criteria for identification

as fantasy. This rendering need not be fictitious,' although it may be. The

fact that individuals must reconstruct events rhetorically in order.to

communicate their experiences to others leads'to the term fantasy. A

criticism utilizing Fantasy Theme Analysis roughly focuses on any deacription

bf events, actions, or peoplein a context other than the present time and

place.4.

I identified three rhetorical perspectives regarding the issue of gay

rights in St. Paul, each aligned.with a specific group of people: that of

Citizens Alert for Morality (CAM), a group in favor of repeal; that of

St. Paul Citizens for Human Rights (SPCHR), a group arguing against repeal;

the Target City Coalition (also known as the Gay Survival Fund),

a group identifiecfas a "militant" gay rights group. My analysis revealed yet

another perspective, that of a fourth unorganized group I call the Observers--

those people who seemed to be watching the-antics of the three other groups

from a distance. The Observer rhetoric was mainly characterized by the lack

of a clearcut stance"with the liberal use of sarcasm and satire. This. discourse

expressed resentment at being involved in the conflict at,all. .There were

definite differences in the extent to which c.ch of these bodies of discourse

reflected the use of fantasies, and there were definite differences in the

extensiveness of the development of a rhetorical vision --an overall coherent
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structured drama depicting an event, situation, or state of affairs. The

rhetoric of Citizens Alert for Morality was far more thorough than any

other discourse, in developing a cohesive vision with extensive explanatory,

and legitimizing power. In this paper I focus on the rhetorical
e,

perspectives offered by Citizens Alert for Morality, St. Paul Citizens for

-Hunan Rights, and Target City.

The rhetorical vision put forward by Citizens Alert for Morality (CAM)

was characterized by the Rev. Richard Angwin, the primary persona associated

with this group, es "light against darkness," a "battle between morality and

immoraiity."5- The CAM vision was an extensive rhetorical vision, including

those persons for whom religious commitment was not a priority. The vision

was cohesive and thorough. It legitimized the beliefs and actions of those

sharinrihe vision, and it showed how those who might not agree with the-

underlying religious tenets could still support the denial of civil rights
C

to'gays. Although much of the CAM rhetoric had religious connotations, the

vision was not dependent upon the rhetorical community sharing the religious

themes within the vision. Indeed, as the vision developed, the religious

themes seemed to act more as adjunct than mainstay within the total rhetorical

world view.
6

The vision created and sustained in the CAM rhetoric portrayed

the characteristics and motivations of individuals and groups in detail, vividly

_ _ __ . . _debaibliii-a world in which they were, or could be, living. In general, CAMr.,

rhetors described a world in which "goodness" was under attack by selfish,

inconsiderate, powerful, thoughtless, and "indecent",people. Gay rights was

a part of this attack, and the battle between "goodness" and gay rights came

to represent a much larger struggle between order and chaos. This larger

battleground remained in the background of this skirmish, however, as CAM rhetora

cast the enemy--gays--as eroding the bases of American society in order to

ror

6 O
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achieve their own destructive ends;

Three main themes were mainstays within this vision: the tie to

democratic institutions, the theme of seduction, and the theme of gays creat-

ing their own problems. CAM thetorsmide a strategic connection to a valuable

legitimization:by emphasizing from the start the "democratic" nature of their

actions. To oppose the gay tights ordinance meant standing-up for American

principles of democracy and religious freedom, according,to CAM, the tight
1

to raise your children in the moral environment you choose. The ordinance

was described as denying the chance for individuals to live by their chosen

moral code, hence interfering with the fundamental right religious freedom.

In addition, this vision argued that the people's voice in government had been

denied when the ordinance was originally adopted, because it had not been put

to a city-wide vote (it was adopted by the City Council). CAM rhetors were

therefore merely, returning power to the people, upholding American tradition.

It was important to make this connection with "democracy" regardless of its

validity because it broadened the base of CAM's appeal. One did not have to

be religious to support putting the ordinance to a vote, or to oppose the

ordinance. One merely had to believe in the "right" of individuals to maintain

their surroundings as their own moral code dictated. This idea was developed

further in themes detailing the strugg'e for power and control between parents

and gays.

A major theme in the campaign was that of "Parents' Rights." It was in

this arena that issues of power and control were most fully develOped. Accord-

ing to CAM rhetoric, parents and gays, couldn't both have rights; it was an .

either/or proposition, Rights were seen as finite, with parents being depict-

ed as having lost theirs time and again:

a ri
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Whose Rights (sic) are Wrong? Parents (sic)
Rights or "gay Rights"? ... . Under the.current
ordinance: Parents'have no right to refuse's
homosexUal's demand to rent a room or,apartment
in their home., . . Parents have no right to
oppose a homosexual as a worker in their.
community's child care center. . . . Parents
hive no right to refuse employment to a
hoMosexual.7

"YOU CANNOT REFUSE . . l'YOU CANNOT OPPOSE . . ."(emphasis'in original).

YOU,'.the voter were in essence gagged and bound by "immorality respected by

the law" according to CAM.8 Furthermore, you the responsible citizen were told

you must come forward to help the parents and children victimized by this

ordinance in order to "protect parents from being.jaiied.for loving their'

children enough to protest them, 1119

In the CAM view, this fight over the control of the moral environment

".cf children was the result .of yet another fight, the fight to resist homosexual

seduction. The CAM themes illustrated their claim that the ordinary person was
r-

a-victim:and powerless at the bidding of gays by focuiing on the."plight" of

children subjected to "homosexual influence." Allusions to homosexual

influence flowed abundantly through the CAM discourse, although it was never

clearly defined. Whatever it was, it was immoral, unworthy, scandalous, and

strangely seductive. Gays would "influence the impressionable, pliable minds

of children," predicted CAM.
10

Some proffered more serious charges, as gays

were accused of sexually molesting children. Overall, however, the molestation

argument was not emphasiz a. 11 :Rather,.the theme of sedUCtion was developed in

its stead, an even more compelling theme because of the subtlety involved.

-----Siduction could be seen as much more insidious than'molestation, for at least

When one is molested'one knows to resist. Seduction on the other hand, is so

I

subtle that one supposedly doesn't really know what is happening. One can't

or won't resist, and one may even come'to like it. Children and society were
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1

therefore in that much more danger. _Within the seduction theme, g &ys could be

attacked as being covert and deceitful, that much more powerful and dangerous

because they hide their true aim. Gays were said tb be out to "win over the\

minds of our young in their quest for-recruits!"12 Gays' powers of seduction

were widespread, in the CAM view. Not only were they out to physically sexually

seduce,! but they seduced philosophically and politically, their victims ranging

from political officials to the media, ".and even the "less wary clergy."13

The result? Social chaos, for the very foundation of our scciety could

be destroyed:
Oh.

[T]he institution of marriage will go out of style
and children will become strange creatures: unwanted
and.unloved. Our country cannot afford-the spread of
this disease Which is destroying the fabric, of the
tradition family unit.'4

Fighting gay rights was seen as "important to the 'survival of this country."15

Who were these people who were so powerful, so evil? One came to know

them through the CAM descriptors. Gays were portrayed as extremely powerful,

organized, deceitful, exploitive, demanding of special priveleges, inconsiderate,

vicious, indecent, immoral, lawless, flaunting, seductive, and of course,

perverted; These were thepeoplebeing fought in the CAM vision; these were

the people demanding civil rights..

One of the most powerful parts of CAM's argument dealt with the issue of

,civil rights.. The'CAM vision served to undermine the central thesis of the

. pro-gay position through its portrayal of the proper use of civil rights. 'Those

arguing in favor of gay rights were,accused of using civil rights as a "smoke-

screen," "a vicious fraud" "devastating truth and logic." 16 The CAM vision

predicted that gay:. would exploit civil rights if they were granted (the fact

that they had already been granted four 'years earlier did, not hinder these

predictions). Civil rights for gaysiox4duierdly increase ,their power,

0

9
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already described as extensive in their supposed ability to seduce. "[T]he

power turned overto the homosexuals is a cocked pistol at the temple of

every moral law abiding citizen," stated one CAM supporter. "Extending

the hand of tolerance to the gays . . . ends with their'handwat your throat,"

sddedanother;
17.

Gays;' CAR told us, don't need civil rights. Rather they want "special

protection." In the CAM view gays had by their own actions created any

discrimination problems they faced: "[JOn immoral person by his own action

restricts his access to"basic human rights." 18

If a person is discovered in a crime and apprehended,
he no longer has full, unrestricted rights like a moral
person. Because of his act of immorality he now has
restricted rights. It is true'of a thief, an adulterer,
or any other immoral person.19

Gays themselves were portrayed es creating their own problem, by their own

choice; because of their-tboicu in the matter, civil rights did not apply.2°

Gay individuals further exacerbated their problem, said CAM, by "flaunting"

and 'manifesting" their lifestyle "upon" others.

[T]here is no way that anyone . . . would be able to
practice discrimination unless the homosexual flaunted
his sexual orientation. . . . [I]f they kept their act
private and their sexual preference to themselves they
would have acceptance like any other citizen.21

"If the gays . . . kept their mouths shut, this issue would never have clouded__

the atmosphere. In the CAM vision, gays choose to act gay,'sexually and

socially. Because of that choice--considered revocable --they must bear the

consequences. In the CAM rhetorical vision the finger of causality was

pointed directly at individuals for the ultimate-breakdown of society and

more specifically, for gays' own problems.

The theme of gay people creating their own problems was an important one,

for it legitimized rejection of the primary assertion made by those upholding

10
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the,gay rights concept: ihat gay rights is a.matter of civil and human

rights. It provided a loop ole for those unsure of the rightness or wrongness

of a particular courii-of-action.
If allowing human rights for gays mould

result in the dire Consequence
predicted by CAM, then allowing the ordiaance

to stand as it was would not be, right thing to do. But if CAM's predictiond

were not accurate, then denial of human rights would be unjust. There was one

out for an iadiyidual in this dileima however: gays don't have to let anyone

know about their sexual preference even should they choose to act on it.

They they Will not be discr ted against, except by their own choosing.

For those wht, accepted this portion the CAM vision, there wagva clear

direction for action,' a lesser -of- two --vile choice. The fact that this placed

gay individuals oin a paradoxical situat on, was never confronted.

There was no place for gayness in th- CAM rhetorical vision. If one was

gay, tend chose not to tell anyOrie (to avoi discrimination) that person was

indicted as deceitful, hence deserving of d scrimination. If one chose to let

it be known that one was gay, one was cond ed for flaunting, also deserving

\of discrimination. The only choice for a gay erson was to, quit being gay.

The only choice for a gay person or one consid ring giving support to gays was

to accept the CAM definition of reality.

\
How did these "powerful, organized forces" espW in tlie_context_of. this...._

campaign? In'two ways primarily, wich could con1eniently be thought of as

"moderately" and,someWhat "militantly." The main orgalation visible in
i.

St. Paul which campaigned to retain the gay rights provisions was St. Paul

Citizens for Human Rights (SPCHR), identified as'a moderate organization. The

rhetotic associated with SPCHR was very different from that of CAM. .Whereas

CAM made great usage of fantasies, SPCHR developed only a few creating a very

weak scenario which cannot be termed a complete rfietailal vision. There was

ii
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I

little sense of a Solid, coherent, cohesive picture of the situation from the

perspective of these opponents to repeal.

4 For the mostawart, the argument of SPCHR followed a format of presenting

specific facts denying the themes put forward by CAM.. Ironically, some of the

strongest thimes,in official SPCHR literature were explications of the vision

offered by CAM, contrasted with SPCHR's factual denials:

Won't equal rights . . . lead to deAruction of the
family unit? Don't parents have the right to
protect [their children] from teachers,whe promote
certain lifestyles or who attempt,mi.iconduct with
them?

Gay and lesbian people are themselves family'
members and they respect family life.
Gay people have not used the ordinance to promote
anything.23

SPCHR literature developed few themes of its own. One of the strongest

F
thai-did occur, however, dealt,Ath the,idea that pro- repeal forces were

/ exploiting raigious.principles and religious belief, selling "hatred

;

wrapped in the tinsel off-righteous L mtor alitw.24 Along these lines, pro-repeal ;

personae were depicted as arbitrarily applying religious principles to justify \

the denial of human rights: 'Good grief, is that what they are teaching in the
.

Christian churches of the 20th Century? Leviticus also says that adulterers

shal;_be
j
put to death but nobody ever denies them housieg."25 The strength

of this theme may be one reason CAM forces chose to develop their vision

primarily along non-religious lines.

In developing the non-religious ar&uments, SPCHR relied heavily upon the

passive voice. Things were described as done with people seldom implicated

in doing them. If the active voice was used, the primary actors were referred

to only vaguely: "a small group," "a certain group," "some people." "Fad's"

set Americans against Americans, not people. The "rights of homosexuals" were

said to be abrogated. The SPCHR rhetoric seldom identified who exactly was

12
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doing the abrogating. Nevertheless, an overall, picture of the opponents to

gay rights emerged, even if one had little idea of who those opponents actually

were.- Pro-repeal forces were described by SPCHR as exploiting fears and

,ignorance, appealing to people's baser emotions through intentionally mis-
,

;leading them. They were accused Of distorting the situation, putting out

"twisted trash" in an effort to garner votes.26 ,Even more clearly, the SPCHR

discourse depicted the opposition as well-intended. The hatred: fear,

distortion,' and even the attempts to mislead and exploit religifin could all

be understood if one remembered that repeil-suPporters-were-only-acting___________
.

irrationally and fearfully because of thier own misconceptions and ignoranca.27

Pro-repeal individuals were portrayed in the SPCHR

...--,theiraisunderstadding leading to theix-oppressive

. received the benefit of the doubt time and'again.

rhetoric as basically good,

actions. Pro-repeal actors

In contrast, gay supporters

received little support for their motivatiausi othei than. occasional descrip-

tions that they_were sensitive, caring, knowledgeable, fair-minded or open-
-V.

Minded. It seemed tHkt SPCHR put a high priority on acting out the image of

a ,,fair-mindedness, but neglected 'to describe it for theenefit ofd themselves and

others. They provided little positive image of gays, offering little to

counter the extremely negative Characterization.put forward by CAM.

The SPCHR rhetoric concentrated upon the proposition that discrimination

is wrong, a belief that provided the foundation for almost the entire argument

Put forward by SPCHR. Gay people were described as no different from other

people, hence discrimination against gays was considered no different.from

discrimination against anyone else./ Over,and over SPCHR voiced the belief

that diacriminaeon'is wrong in any sense of the word, with the American
4,$*

tradition of civil rights providing the justificati u for the plea to maintain

'the proteCtion for gay people. If you agreed with c it rights,'then according

SP



to SPCHR rhetors you should agree with gay rights:, SPCHR consistently

reiterated the claim that belief in civil rights equalled belief in'gay

rights, with little explanation of the validity of the relatioUship. The

requisite connection between civil rights and gay rights seemed obvious for

those supporting gay rights, but SPCHR rhetors did not make it clear for

those who might.question its validity. The rhetoric of SPCHR never contended

with the reservation pladed upon that connection by repeal supportfirs: gays

have a choice.
0

The thiid rhetorical perspective s"that asseeiated with
0
Target City, a

0

group that was seen as a more militia or radical gay faction. Almost-the
S

entire Target.City publid cammurteation concerning -the repeal fight was

generated by Robert Kunst, a gay activjst from Florida (Dade County) who
. .

can to St. Paul to help with the campaign. The perspectilte offered by

Target City and Runstldid not seem to be widely shared, but it was widely .

publicized. It was characterized ay e'great deal of dramatization; with

savers]: themes being introduced which could eventually, have cOntributed to

a wider rhetorical vision. This rhetoric was substantially different from

. thatof SPCHR with much stronger development of the pro-repeal character as

well as greater attribution. of negative motives to pro-repeal forces. CAM
.

supporters were portrayed as "fanatics, and "religious persecutionisis,"
.

,.

typical of those who'create prOblems for society. 28,
Those individuals wishing

. ,

to deny civil rights to gays were desera as well-organized, national,

hypocritisl, and using religionvfor their own purpeses. In the Target City

view, CAM supporters were applY:lg standardsto gays which were not applied

to the heterosexual population, in part because CAM supporterieould not

"handle themselves" sexually. In contrast, Target City described gays as.,
0

_-,

victims of a society in which they are'eXploited. They take much undue blame

14

1,1
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ecause of their inability to defend 'themselves to avoid. the accusation of

"flaunting." Gays were' scapegoats in this view, the conflict a symbolic

one Wherein the fightagainit gays really represented a fight against anyone

who is different. Ultimately society would be the victim, said Target City,

for repeal of rights for gays would merely reinforce detrimental societal

attitudes, values, and priorities justifying "hateand sexism."29

The differences in the approaches,of SPCHR and of Target City and Kunst

became a point of-interest for many, and the "split" between members of the

gaysuommunity was' often'discussed in the communication surrounding the entire
/ 4

campaign. The much publicized animosity between the two groups was often
_ ____

-----------------
referred to as a "power struggle," ,s. charactifiiitAbh-which-provided-support-------,---

.

,for CAM's assertions that gays are power-hungry.30 ,Furthermore, the

,accusations SPCHR and- Target, City rhetors directed at each other reinforced a

negatiWe conception Of.gay individuals. Kunst called SPCHR "amateurish" and_

" "incredibly naive," using Kftst as a "scapegoat" for a failing campaign and

"ultimately:"sabotaging" the cause.
31

SPCHR called Kunst a "power-hungry
,

ego-maniac," an outsider aid2attentiow-getter It only "damaging the campaign."32

By attacking the work of SPCHR, Kunst led the way for the subsequent descriptions

of a power struggle amid the gay community. In addition, in disavowing the

_ competence and legitimacy of SPCHR Kunst also contributed to the degradation

of the character'bf gays'generallyt In accusing other gays of sabotage, the
0

Kunst, rhetoric strengthened the notion of gays maneuvering for power and

control, reinforcing the CAM interpretation. 'Likewise, SPCHR's strong negative

reaction to Kunst reinforced the CAM view of gity people. SPCHR rhetors showed

decidedly more understanding and respect for,those supporting CAM than for

Target City 'supporters. By picturing Kunst as an enemy with selfish, and
4.4

hatmful motives, SPCHR reinforced the CAM characterization of the flaunting,

15



manipulative, controlling homosexual whom even like-minded people could

not control. By failing to characterize Kunst's motives_as_respectableKunst 's
1

andgood while disavowing his methods, SPCBR pointed the way for the

rejection of the entire gay community, contrasting the negative motives of

gays with the positive ones of CAM supporters. Even Kunst, in vilifying

SPCHR rhetors did not set up such a stark contrast: for in the Target

'City view the motives of CAM supporters were unquestionably base.

Both Target City and SPCHR showed a profound deperidenCe upon the

,legitimization given by an American tradition of civil rights for all.

Both groups-based their anti-discrimination arguments upon an underlying

1

assumption that gays did not need to justify their membership as a

legitimate minority group. This, despite the fact that early in the

campaign CAM had effectively neutralized the validity of such a classifi

cation by emphasizing what CAM claimed was a major difference between gays

and other minority groups: choice. By not dealing with the issue of,'

choice, anti-repeal rhetorsUmplied that it was an unanswerable argument;

no amount of assertion that gays should not be subjected to discrimination

would persuade that they've-m:1ot a population deserving of,discrimination.

In the CAM view, discrimination against gays was a necessary exercise of

discretion. In refusing to consider the controversy one of a civil rights

nature, and in justifying' such a refusal in its vision, CAM removed the

foundations of SPCHRis argument and all but a few competing themes in

Target City's discourse

One cannot validly generalize to all, campaigns against gay rights

outside of St. Paul, but the elements of the CAM vision deserve scrutiny

as do the mistakes made by those opposing that vision. Both may bear

similarities to conflicts outside of the St. Paul community regarding
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issues of gay rights, and perhaps issues of sexuality generally.
33

Certainly-placing-the-blame-upon-the-victim because-hi or she "asked for

it" rings familiar when considering cases of heterosexual rape in which

the attacker has been freed-and the victim chastised. Those elements of

the CAM vision which seemed to hold the most persuasive potential in the

.0.161

St. Paul fight, the theme of power and control and the theme of bearing

responsibility for one's own misfortune, deserve consideration when

evaluating discourse surrounding issues of sexuality, and rhetoric

justifying denial of civil "rights of any kind.

,,Ernest.G. Bormann has stated that "a viable rhetorical vision

Accounts plans-Ustifor the evidence of the senses so those who pick up the ,t,

dramatic action and find it personally satisfying are not troubled by .

contradictory evidence from comMonsense experience." 34-'The vision provides

d(a way of making sense of otherwise conflicting phenomenatjusg
t

interpretations of these phenomena and legitimizing the reality it rep-

resents. In examining the. perspectives put forward by the three groups

identified.hdre, only the vision offered by CAM was able to successfully

delegitimize contrary evidence through reinterpreting its significance in
;

the context of the CAM reality. The predominantly deliberative approach

of SPCHR did not account for the damaging interpretations created by CAM

because it did not show how a world view containing SPCHR's premises could

exist without devastating the foundations of the world-as-we-know-it

described by CAM. Neither SPCHR nor Target City provided_rhetorica.r-

perspectives in which same sex sexual_. preference exercised by some members

of society could co-exist with the vision put forward by CAM. /Furthermore,.

neither provided an alternative to CAM's vision in which society could be

1

17,
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seen to befUn io;14
A

-in-ILpositive'and cohesive way while accepting
\/ ,

t gay iOdividuals_a Tarticipating members. One of the strengths

of the CAM rhetoric was t e extent to which, positions were justified

V

.cr

within the assumptions of the vision. To fail to show how assertions

fit within the context of the proffered perspectiveis to fail to show

how the perspective can explain reality, hence to fail to create that

alternative conception in an acceptable manner. It is in this arena

that both Target City and SPCHR, fell short.

In the CAM vision, allowing civil rights for gays was afault whiCh

could haye led to total destruction of the vision. Target City aimed

at such destruction, ignoring the need to create an understandable

alternative. SPCHR, in attempting to integrate change into the social

structure...implied such change would not damage the fundamental core of
4 .A0

the CAM vision but faile4to show how that could be. With_Ont an arcom,-
.

-.,
,. \

,panying explanation, wit*ut shaiing_how_the SPCHR-argument-fit with the--
'C

,

rhetorical vision of CAM, without even contending witN,the major ,

components of the CAMvision,SPCHR's entire argument had to be rejected

by CAM rhitors and supporters. By accepting i , those to whom the CAM

vision made sense would have destroyed one waylof knowing without having

another to replace it.

18
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